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A Tough Model In Airwheel â€” S5 2 Wheel Golden Technologies Electric Bikes

Date : Jun 8, 2016
Airwheel specially manufactures and exports electric scooter goods to the whole world. And now, it
has benefited to players from more than 168 countries.

08, June 2016: To Airwheel, it is a meaningful and promising work to develop a new type of electric
scooter, which is simple in structure, convenient in control, reliable in safety and cost-effective. Here
come a tough model in Airwheel named S5 2 wheel electric scooter, belonging to Airwheel S-series,
a classic legend in the companyâ€™s history. Compared with its former model S3, S5
double-wheels electric self-balancing scooter is even a tougher version in the series. It is more like
an aggressive warrior to lead the industry.
Have interest and click the website to consult:
http://lr.zoosnet.net/LR/Chatpre.aspx?id=LEF97767077&amp;lng=en
As a tough model, Airwheel S5 two wheel self-balancing electric scooter installs 16-inch large wheel
hubs and battery with large capacity. The two tires are specially designed with unique tread pattern
to ensure S5 2-wheeled electric scooter is aggressive enough to conquer any road conditions, such
as the desert, mountain field or gravel road. The instantaneous power of the motor could reach 1500
W. The 680 WH battery, as mentioned above ensures that the vehicle could run long time.

Riding on different road conditions, Airwheel S5 self-balancing 2 wheels scooter can prevent the
rides from dirtying thanks to the splash guard made of aviation aluminum high strength, high
hardness and light weight. Whatâ€™s more, some external equipment like tool box, camera and
headlamp can be mounted on it, bringing much convenience for the outdoor travelling.

With upgraded CPU and the performance, Airwheel S5 2-wheeled electric scooter is substantially
improved to react ridersâ€™ commands more timely and accurately. The intelligent turn signals
mounted on S5 intelligent electric scooter can be lighted up automatically when riders make a turn.
The automatic component greatly enhances riding safety. A tough model in Airwheel named S5
double-wheels electric scooter will enable people to get away from the tedious daily life and enjoy
the outdoor scenery fully and care-freely.
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